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		One of the most successful 
Tennis Academies in India! 
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		An infrastructure with all facilities 
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		An organization that plans each day of
 training and competition schedule  

	




	


		
		
          

        

    

    
        
            
                
                    
                        Programs
                        Choose your program

                        Don´t miss out on a place!
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                      Vision

                      
                      
                        The hallmark of our profound vision is to embed a relentless passion for the game of tennis in every aspiring individual. We strive to render world class training under the unrivalled playing conditions. Further, our ultimate dream is to sculpt individuals, who can carve a niche for themselves in the world of tennis.
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                      Harvinder Saran

                      “Perceiving the talent that this vibrant nation possesses, it had been my ardent dream to set up a sporting institution, where I could have a glimpse of those vibrant talents transforming into legendary performances. When I looked around I realized that the game of tennis promised an impeccable future. Thus, my dream materialized into setting up a tennis academy, which is ahead of its time. ”


                    

                

            

        

    

    
      
          
              
                  
                    
                      Facilities
                    
                    Facilities

                    Come and enjoy our facilities!
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                      Accommodation

                      
Bounded by soulful and tranquil atmosphere, the state of the art architecture and cozy residency at Harvest Tennis Academy boasts of a tourist sports centre with a plethora of dining options. It is designed to relax and rejuvenate a true spirit of sportsmanship.

                      More info  
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                        TENNIS COURTS

                          
The ultra-modern sporting facilities at Harvest have the best in class infrastructure to run a holistic training program for the players. The academy is gratified to have 11 Green Sets, 3 clay courts, 4 mini tennis courts and a practice wall.

                          More info  
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                          FITNESS CENTRE & GYM

                          
The gym is based out in a pleasant, spacious and inviting ambiance generating optimistic vibes around you. It comes complete with top of the line equipment including cardio machines, free weights and stretching equipment. Our long and successful journey has taught us that professional tennis players need to be physically fit.

                          More info  
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		                    Samrvir Sran

                        
                            "Ever since I heard & knew about Harvest Tennis Academy in 2012 I was eager to join it but the...                        
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		                    Shweta Rana

                        
                            "International tennis player, represented India in all age category, represented The Country in Asian Games 2014, been top 3 in...                        
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		                    Valentina Shekar

                        
                            "I'm a gold medalist in international business and currently working as business development executive in a fashion industry, also pursuing...                        
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		                    Sonam Phuntsok Gijang

                        
                            "I spent some of my most memorable time as a tennis player at Harvest. I had a great coaching staff...                        
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		                    Udayan Bhakar

                        
                            "Freshman at St John's University, New York. Pursuing Computer Science as a major and Buisness as a Minor. On a...                        
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		                    Jayaditya

                        
                            "After completing my IGCSE's at Harvest, I went on to do my A-levels at Kings College Taunton and currently I'm...                        
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		                    Gurmehar Kaur

                        
                            "I grew up in harvest tennis academy, spending my most formative years in the care and guidance of my coaches...                        
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		                    Anupam Lamba

                        
                            "HTA helped me with basics a lot as I was young and had no proper place to train so my...                        
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		                    Dipin Wadhwa

                        
                            "I started my journey at harvest on 25 April 2013. I went there just for one month as I had...                        
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		                    Akhil Bansal

                        
                            "Akhil Bansal, an alumni of Harvest Tennis Academy (HTA) and Harvest International School (HIS), is currently on a track to...                        
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		                    Baani Singh

                        
                            " Hey there! My name’s Baani and I’m currently living in Delhi, pursuing a BA Honours degree at Lady Shri...                        
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		                    Shikhar Nehru

                        
                            "I run a sports distribution company. I am an ex-tennis player and studied to be a Chartered Accountant. I have...                        
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		                    Bhomik Saini

                        
                            "After graduating from Iowa state university, I went on starting my business in the states selling textile product in e-commerce....                        
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		                    Nimarta Bhullar

                        
                            "About HTA: Some of my most inspiring days are from my time at HTA. Not only do you build an...                        
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		                    Aditya Vashistha

                        
                            "Aditya Vashistha is from the western part of India and currently pursuing Computer Science and Finance as his major at...                        
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                        Follow us on Social Media !
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                    Harvest Tennis Academy Village: Jassowal-Kular Tehsil: Jagraon, District: Ludhiana Punjab, INDIA – 142023.
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                e-Mail: info@harvesttennisacademy.com

                  Phone.:  98765 00633
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